INTRODUCTION

This is an Astro-Analysis based on the exact time, date, and place of birth calculated on the details supplied.

It is not intended to predict a budding mega-star or a future world leader - the objective is to provide some insights into the psyche of Charlie to give everyone concerned a better chance of understanding, and hopefully helping this special child through the difficult growing times that they will face.

The astrological Chart is a little like a jigsaw puzzle without the benefit of a picture to follow. Some pieces are easy to recognize and they fit together beautifully. Another batch might fit well - but seem unrelated to the first "batch". Several straggly bits probably seem to belong to another world altogether, but that is the human psyche. The depths are immeasurable with many, many forms, faces, and dimensions.

Any Astrological chart will have seemingly several contradictions - again - just like human nature and our psychological make-up. But these apparent differences are all shades, shapes, and forms of the full picture. These "contradictions" should be seen as a balancing factor, knocking some of the edges off our sharp corners or, sharpening up the "softness" in the areas defined.

It should also be recognized that all of us have our own very personal lessons to learn in this life and these lessons unfold throughout the span of our entire life on earth. The learning experiences will not be systematic - they will be random episodes and experiences. Some interpretations of this Chart will give a glimpse of these very personal lessons that are an obvious part of this little one's character. Others may be so private or subtle that the child "learns" all by itself. And then there will be further lessons that will not have emerged or even seem significant yet.

It is hoped that the brief explanations throughout this analysis will help to explain the meanings and terminology of basic Astrology to give as much understanding as possible.
The two most valuable things that we can give to any child are our unconditional love and our time.

**Planets in Signs and Houses**

**Sun in Virgo, Moon in Sagittarius**

The "SUN SIGN" is the one part of the Astrological Chart that most people know. It is the inner core that drives and motivates us. It is our own true light. When we read and discuss our Sun signs we can easily recognize bits that fit, and maybe, question bits that do not seem to apply. The contrast noted is often related to the power of the other luminary - the Moon.

The Moon is our instinctive response. It reflects our earliest conditioning. The Moon governs our emotional responses, - our likes and dislikes - our innate sensitivities. *Often the Moon sign is related to the maternal influence, or perhaps, the general home environment.*

*Both the Sun and the Moon are the two major players. When in a very different sign this does complicate the projected personality. This can be an essential but difficult learning curve that can be confusing for all concerned. Our Sun can try so hard to shine only to feel over-shadowed by a powerful, or competitive, Moon. Some of us will need to learn to accept and understand our emotional conditioning and allow the Sun the right to burst through, combining both strengths in a positive way.*

*This combination attempts to tie together both of these very significant forces and come up with a sharper, more focused picture.*

*Some signs are very compatible - others compete.*

This combination of Earth and Fire suggests a strong character and a powerful personality. These two elements are like the potter that crafts the pot and then uses the kiln to bake and preserve the lumps of clay that will last for centuries. Charlie is able to make full use out of the natural ingredients that nature provided. There is plenty of common sense and also an imagination that has the foresight and the patience to aim for quite difficult goals. These types can indeed move mountains. However, Charlie can also be stubborn and reluctant to accept change. It is easy for this child to get bogged down and ignore progress and opportunity. This ambitious individual can become quite smug and self-righteous and then get cross and indignant as the more radical types begin to move more quickly and gain more ground.

Charlie has the Sun in Virgo and the Moon in Sagittarius, which is a good combination. This is a rolling stone hoping to gather up every morsel of information as it bounces through life. The Virgo character looks for perfection and likes everything to have a place and a solid meaning, while the Sagittarius Moon will settle for variety - and the "facts" can change every day and still be acceptable. Charlie will be very capable of setting double standards and not even realize it because of this powerful tug. As life
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unfolds, the views will be expansive and radical, but the main issue will be to look for truth and substance. This is a pragmatic idealist, one who seeks perfection and then picks it to bits. It is no wonder Charlie will thrive on debate and diversity from a tender age.

Both of these zodiac signs like to learn and are very good students. Charlie will absorb and retain facts easily. There will be an insatiable curiosity. The word power will be powerful, colorful and expressive, but there will not be much room left for the opinions of others. Charlie will be quite self-righteous and contented in knowing a sufficient amount about a lot of things. The attitude will be quite dogmatic and opinionated. This child can drift off into the clouds under the impression that only "they" know. The imagination can be a place where Charlie just loves to go.

The main danger with this combination is that there is restlessness within this usually stable kid. Charlie could actually find it very difficult to kick back and relax. Learning to tune out can be impossible, resulting in a nervous energy that can be destructive, including to Charlie.

This is, though, a compassionate child who is benevolent, caring and sympathetic to the plight of others. In spite of the opinionated side of the nature, Charlie will loathe bully tactics or unfair procedures. Charlie will have a high set of principles and will be very humane, and this includes treading the moral high ground if necessary. The pure energy will pour into fighting for a worthy cause to set the world to rights.

This child combines the erudite Sagittarius Moon with the bubbly and effervescent Gemini Ascendant. Charlie will learn quickly and digest knowledge easily but often the actual interest is quite shallow. There will be an enormous curiosity but that curiosity is easily satisfied and this youngster will move on to the next point of interest. Often this combination can actually miss the point by being in too much of a hurry. Accuracy and the facts can get muddled or not given priority. The clever way out is to "move on" before it is discovered that they do not "know" quite as much as they seem to "know". Great sales ability lies with the Gemini Ascendant and the Sagittarius Moon.

In many ways Charlie will not try to be a "crowd pleaser" even though the actual personality is naturally attractive and will attract friends easily. In many cases, other people will need Charlie a whole lot more than Charlie will need other people. A natural curiosity about the world and the universe could unfold quite early. Charlie will become quite the little philosopher. With this Ascendant and Moon combination the possibility of a remarkable teacher could be within your midst.

With the Sagittarius Moon being associated with the maternal figure, it could be that the caregiver is self-assured and knowledgeable - perhaps with a demanding lifestyle or career outside of the home. It could be that this person has little time to spend on traditional nurturing, so consequently Charlie soon learns that the way to impress is to be just as clever and smart. Encouragement and sound advice is probably always
available, but maybe not when Charlie truly needs it. Consequently, the independent, self-seeking trait emerges early.

Sun in Virgo, Sun in the Fifth House

*The Sun in the 5th House is a powerful placement simply because this is where the mighty Sun feels "at home". This is the house of creativity, self-expression, and pleasure. It can be said that what is revealed in the 5th House is the beginning of searching and finding our own true identity.*

This little person with the Sun in Virgo in the fifth House will be reserved and self-conscious but with a strong personality. These kids are fussy - they tend to question everything - but like to be included in whatever is happening. They like routine and can resent change, especially if it is sprung upon them. In many ways, Charlie likes to call the shots and set the scene, but it is inclusion that is most important. The responses tend to be of a mental nature.

Charlie will want to be noticed and appreciated, especially by parents and family. This child will always be well-presented and will be on their best behavior most of the time. There is natural good taste and an eye for detail. These kids are patient and will strive to get the best results in whatever they set out to achieve. This can be taken to an extreme. The Sun in the fifth House points to a very creative person - this is perhaps where Charlie will shine the brightest. Encourage self-expression and the "arts" - as a bonus they will help Charlie to develop the sense of identity that is so important. Charlie will have an intelligent sense of humor and a clever sense of fun, but the attitude can be cutting and sarcastic. Life is too serious to muck about - the humor is more of a communicative tool than a "fun thing". However, as Charlie matures this can all change. This can be a very clever comedian. Charlie can learn to use the satirical wit in a very entertaining way. The Sun in the 5th House often signals the "performer". However, these children have enormous pride, so when Charlie is the butt of a joke or not taken seriously, the caustic tongue will spring into action. The self-righteous side of the nature will soon stop the foe in their tracks. Image is a strong character trait and the feathers do get badly ruffled if the dignity is threatened. The personality becomes quite chilly when challenged. But when these kids mature, friends will recognize and appreciate the deep sincerity of the inner person. There is a strong sense of honesty and a very direct approach. Charlie is rather outspoken, but friends trust and respect the obvious integrity.

This disposition usually attracts many friends, but watch a tendency to be dictatorial and bossy. Charlie can be a little over-bearing at times. Strangely, there is a childlike quality attached to this position of the Sun. Because of this, there will always be a strong affinity with younger children. This can be the hallmark of a brilliant teacher as life unfolds. There is the ability to communicate skillfully by keeping the mood interesting without losing control of the situation.
The Sun in the 5th House often suggests a child who is the "favorite" child. Charlie will be a charming kid with a powerful presence. The personality is polite and the mind is sharp, which helps to secure the role of the one that everyone loves. However, the effect is that Charlie may soon learn that anything can be achieved with little effort. This is the perfectionist that sets high personal standards. This may present little problem at all, but there is the possibility that later in life Charlie could withdraw rather than compete. Charlie will be very strong-minded, so is well equipped to go it alone if necessary. Certainly this independent kid will prefer no company at all to company that is incompatible. There is a whole lot of dignity attached to the Virgo Sun in the 5th House. However, these kids can be a little demanding and struggle to let the emotions run freely.

**Moon in Sagittarius, Moon in the Eighth House**

The child with the Moon in Sagittarius in the 8th House will have very powerful emotions and enormous depth. These kids instinctively "know" things, so they seem to continually grow and evolve internally. This is a fundamental part of the nature, but is not always easy. They can outgrow their own peer group so quickly, and then wonder why. They can be arrogant, impatient and quick-tempered. The superior attitude can freeze out friends and loved ones. But these complex kids work very hard at hiding their vulnerability and hurt by lashing out. The intense passion that floods the mind and soul can be overwhelming. It may not seem to faze Charlie, but kids don't like to be "different".

Charlie will be intense and passionate in every way. Mediocrity is foreign to the nature - it tends to alienate this child. Developing and growing so quickly, these kids can become very private as they, quite correctly, feel easily misunderstood. The way out of dealing with issues can be through acting out a role that hides the fear and frustration. Charlie can be hostile, but can also be undeniably charming in an effort to pretend that "nothing is wrong". Often these kids find it hard to find any words to describe the emotional turmoil. So, where possible, Charlie will need to be encouraged to discuss the strong feelings. Check out the camouflage that Charlie offers - whether it be allure or hostility - and try to get to the truth of the matter. This child will need to know that someone cares. Often there can be loneliness attached to the Moon in the 8th House. The Moon here can suggest an early lesson in loss, betrayal or emotional neglect as a child. It can be the very early experiences that mould Charlie into being guarded and secretive.

There can be a problem encouraging Charlie to share. These kids are possessive and they can be intolerant and rude at times. This is an attempt to gain and maintain control. Not only are these kids very private and in need of their own space, they like to think that they have influence over everyone else's space and property too. They do need to develop the confidence to be a bit more flexible and allow others the same
degree of privacy that they demand. The intense moods can be destructive and oppressive for Charlie because feeling alienated is never easy for a child. It is seldom a choice. The solid shield is a protective measure that even confuses Charlie at times.

This being the House of "other people's money", Charlie could experience fluctuating finances in adulthood. Smart moves and clever speculation can reap great results, but can, on occasion, fail. The optimistic Archer, though, always keeps enough in reserve to survive. There is a likelihood of an inheritance, but this "windfall" can come in the guise of a valuable and influential friend. It can be someone who will be instrumental in shaping the future and offering a unique opportunity. Charlie will need to have learned to trust, and allow other people to enter that impregnable private zone, before this advantage can be realized. So, learning to "share" early in life could be a great advantage.

Charlie will love mysteries, with possibly an interest in the macabre. These children will love to work out the answers to deep and secret plots and ploys. The natural interests will be geared towards the psychology of human nature - the deeper and more "hidden" issues of life. There will be an ability to understand what others fail to grasp.

Drawing out the natural creativity will help the realms of expression. Writing, music, or acting can take full advantage of all the gifts that have been bestowed on Charlie. There will be a distinct need to perform and share the talents that are an essential part of this magnanimous child. The sense of drama flows and needs an outlet. This Moon can also be the sign of quite strong psychic ability, or at the very least, powerful intuition. Charlie could be drawn into spiritualism, or the world of the mystical. This will show quite early and will need to be accepted and understood. Later in life, this could be where Charlie uses the showmanship skills.

The depth of an 8th House Moon is immeasurable. Charlie will be fascinating and yet elusive. The ability to love and to hate with the same intensity will be a powerful and potent tool that has to be managed with care.

**Mercury in Leo, Mercury in the Fourth House**

Charlie has the planet Mercury in Leo in the 4th House. This house tends to dampen down a usually vigorous and impatient sign placement. These kids think deeply and the mind moves quickly, but a lot of what goes through this little head can be kept rather private. They will learn a whole lot of valuable stuff through watching and copying how the home and the family work. This sensitive child will soak up every bit of information, be it educational or simply the environmental atmosphere. Charlie will try very hard to be included in any activity, and will feel badly if this does not happen.

These youngsters "pick up" on what others are thinking and feeling and take it all very personally. They are touchy and easily hurt, being very susceptible to any hostile vibes.
The natural reaction will be to clam up completely if there is any pressure applied - or if the atmosphere "feels" tense. Often these children are quite subjective and become highly strung. They will worry a lot about how they feel, where they are going, and what is going to happen next. The imagination can drift off to faraway places and be so vivid that Charlie can actually feel removed from the here and now. In some cases the Planet Mercury in the 4th House does make some radical moves later in life simply to make the inner person feel more comfortable. These types tend to look very deeply for "the meaning of life" and can go in search of answers. Some gentle guidance will be helpful in trying to encourage Charlie not to look inward quite so much. There is a need to learn to be more accepting and adjust to any changes that might occur. These little ones can be rather self-absorbed, so give them a bit of encouragement to open up. Sometimes Mercury in this House is indicative of many changes in the home, the environment or the locality during the formative years. That can affect this deep child, starting a restless and questioning mind rather early in life.

Charlie will probably have a love of books. In fact, any type of communicative tools that can be used to learn will be appreciated and utilized to the max. This child will want to gobble up as much information as possible in the quest for knowledge. Learning to express the very active mind in some creative way could be highly beneficial.

Mercury in the 4th House is indicative of an eternal search that takes these kids down a long and private path. They are not afraid to walk alone, and often feel that this is actually necessary for them. They feel that the law of averages does not suit their pursuit of inner wisdom and understanding.

**Venus in Libra, Venus in the Sixth House**

Venus in Libra in the Sixth House is a child who takes life seriously. Charlie will love to be helpful and feel of use. So, do not be afraid to hand over some basic chores here. And then, give lots of praise for a job well done. Emphasize how much that help was appreciated. This is important. It is vital not to take advantage of this willing child, because a big lesson that needs to be learned is how to receive as well as give. These children should not have to work so hard to be accepted and loved. Bear in mind that this is possibly how Charlie thinks. Make sure that Charlie is not trying to buy affection or approval. These children simply do not need to do this. With confidence instilled, there will be no problems. This child will have the ability to bring out the best in people because they know how to soothe and smooth ruffled feathers. They can be competent and confident.

This being the House of work, amongst other things, in adulthood romance can often be found in the work environment. Charlie will be attracted to similar people with similar interests, which can explain this. Future relationships will be based on mental and physical fulfillment and will be taken seriously. But they can also be difficult and end up plain hard work. In some cases Venus in the 6th House suggests that work becomes
compensation for physical love. It is through dedication to a career that Charlie finds fulfillment.

These types can be self-critical. They often are not happy with how they look or who they are. They take their health and diet very seriously often as a means of shaking despondency. Venus in the sixth house is indicative of robust health and strong recuperative powers. It is also indicative of neglecting the health to a degree as well, especially when the going gets tough. Any problems that might occur can be related to overindulgence in the area of food. The taste buds can be attuned to junk food or hasty snacks rather than to good solid fare. These negative connotations often relate to dissatisfaction or even depression. Negativity and lack of personal satisfaction brings out the worst in Charlie.

These kids simply try too hard to please and struggle to truly accept themselves. Basically there is a strong competitive edge nudging the subconscious that Charlie may fail to recognize. It can be the career or dedication to a cause that claims the heart and the passion.

These children can have artistic ability. Encourage the many crafts available, the likes of play dough, or other creative materials. Splashing round with paints can be fun and an expressive way to relate. This can be so relaxing for Charlie. It can help to instill confidence and you could be surprised at the results. These types could well head for a career that has an artistic basis. Or perhaps, work in an area that deals predominantly with women or feminine needs.

**Mars in Scorpio, Mars in the Sixth House**

Charlie, with Mars in Scorpio in the 6th House, will be an industrious little worker. These youngsters will enjoy hard work as long as they can control the way that they do it. They are very disciplined. They will set very high standards and will not like to work with people who are not as committed as they are. These kids usually gain recognition for their talents. However, learning can be slow. These kids need to understand their objectives and can get confused if things don't add up. When this happens, Charlie can switch off and give up. This can be the type of kid that will refuse to try rather than risk failure. This needs watching, because it can set a habit that will be difficult to break.

Throughout life, but especially when young, this child may feel that they know more than their peers do. However, if there is real respect for those who are in authority, the application and hard work will be automatic. These kids need to feel comfortable in the immediate environment and will need results to be acknowledged in order to maintain the momentum. It needs to be taught early though, to try to train Charlie not to be too critical and too pedantic. Being dissatisfied with results or relying on continual praise that is not forthcoming can be used as an excuse. Accepting personal satisfaction,
setting personal goals and accepting reasonable limits will enable Charlie to realize healthy objectives.

It is very important that Charlie learn to express personal feelings and aspirations openly and with honesty. These kids can go either way. They can go on to lead fruitful and productive lives or they can waste the many talents available to them. These youngsters put too much pressure on themselves and get frustrated. Caring for a pet can help Charlie enormously. It can help to cover many of the tricky traits of this placement. These children do try hard but they can sometimes expect too much and settle for too little.

This perfectionist can sometimes focus too much on details. This can cause them to lose sight of the overall aim. In other words, Charlie can easily not "see the forest for the trees." When this child is older, they will do best if they are self-employed, a situation where they will probably thrive.

**Jupiter in Gemini, Jupiter in the Second House**

Charlie has Jupiter in Gemini in the Second House. These kids respond with their senses to all the sensual experiences. They will tune into music, enjoy nice smells, and appreciate soft toys. And, of course, taste. They will probably really enjoy their food, but they can be fussy eaters, going through fads from time to time. These kids do relish their creature comforts as long as their liberty is not in jeopardy. They rely on a solid home base that is reliable and safe - but they prefer to have their own front door key and telephone. They like to feel free to come and go at leisure. They want the best of both worlds.

Charlie will be animated and friendly, wanting lots of attention and yet demanding personal space and privacy. These kids tend to gather up a lot of personal property, taking "ownership" quite seriously. They may compensate against their insecurities by amassing far too much. If they feel unloved, ignored or abandoned, belongings will be their comfort zone. The more insecure they feel, the more extreme this trait will become. It can be knowledge, books, videos or a music collection that Charlie guards so jealously. Quite a selfish streak can emerge when this little one "feels" neglected or denied. But if love and affection and a sense of being included in family decisions is a natural thing, this will not be a problem. These kids will share what they have quite gladly - and can in fact be too generous.

The Second House deals with our sense of personal security. Usually this applies to our material values, but with Jupiter as the planet in question it can indicate that Charlie will lean heavily on religion or philosophical knowledge to feel protected and content. It could be that to feel happy and safe the spiritual and the inner person need to be heavily nurtured. If this is the case, then the ability to share and teach the practical issues of faith can be a gift that Charlie needs to utilize as life unfolds. There will be the
ability to inspire and to lead with the knowledge gained. The gift of expression will be profound.

Jupiter in Gemini in the 2nd House can be creative, with a natural eye and imagination for balance, harmony and color. These kids are often clever with their hands and capable of revamping any old object or article, transforming it into something quite wonderful. The artistic gifts can be unique and ingenious if encouraged.

When older, Charlie could work hard to earn the money to travel. As an adult, making money should be relatively easy, but these people are considered to be big spenders too. Everything they buy has to be rather extravagant and a little unusual. Jupiter in the 2nd House often indicates privileged finances and spending powers. As a child, these kids want everything they see - any pocket money will be spent in advance much of the time. What they buy may be hasty and a waste of money, but with maturity the sense of value and discretion improves.

**Saturn in Pisces, Saturn in the Eleventh House**

Charlie has the planet Saturn in Pisces in the Eleventh House. The friends that Charlie makes in childhood will last a lifetime. There can be some difficulty in venturing out of the comfort zone - this little one does need to gather up the conviction to do this. There can be subtle and deep-rooted reasons for this fear. Charlie could suffer from teasing at a tender age that shakes the confidence and the trust. With the sensitive nature that accompanies Saturn in Pisces in the 11th House, Charlie can be given to hang-ups and self criticism. This could be why company that is familiar feels safer. They feel loved for who they are. However, when this fear is overcome, these kids will find plenty of ability to interact within a group. They can take on the responsibility and gain the respect of not just old friends but the public at large. Charlie does have a lot to offer.

Charlie will try to test the rules of the establishment and question the motives of those in power, but will actually seldom break the rules entirely. There is a need to be accepted and recognized as having something worthwhile to say; fraternizing with older or wiser people provides the nourishment to be able to do this. Perhaps adults can also be less critical and more receptive and constructive. And it is adult-level skills to which Charlie aspires.

These kids have a strong sense of fairness - they will jump on any sort of inequality and take it up as a personal issue. They do have ideals and dreams, but these are very much suppressed by the need to be sensible and realistic. Charlie can be naturally rather suspicious and cynical, which is often attributed to a deep-rooted frustration from feeling restricted. The intuition is questioned and analyzed when it should be trusted.

Charlie may not be a social butterfly with this serious nature and their selectivity in who is allowed to get "close". The inclination will be for close-knit groups and familiar
company. But Charlie will develop a wise head and will become a rather good counselor without getting emotionally involved. Others will turn to this kid for practical advice, which will be given readily. This can be a lifetime trait.

Turning Saturn around involves learning to trust and learning to accept self-satisfaction, rather than striving for recognition or gratification. Life will be far more rounded if the fear of stepping out to taste new pastures is overcome. This is what Charlie wants to do. This should be recognized and nurtured early in an informal but consistent way.

As life evolves, there will be times when the effects of Saturn will be felt. Charlie can feel frustrated and blocked at every move. Dreams and aspirations seem to take forever to reach fruition. The energy sags and the will to move on can feel almost depleted. Charlie can become reclusive and quite remote. However, by accepting that the most valuable lessons are often the hardest, and that those lessons are what the heavenly teacher has in mind, Charlie will emerge wiser and stronger.

FINALE

As adults, we look back on our youth and say, "if only I knew then what I know now". How many of us also, as we get older, "discover" a talent that has never been recognized and say "if only". If this Chart report simply indicates a talent that can be nurtured early in life, as opposed to laying dormant for too long a time, or forever, then the author's objective has been reached.